We present a new Python module -LHCO _ reader-for reading detector-level events in LHCO format generated from detector-simulators such as PGS and Delphes. Emphasis is placed upon ease of use. The module is installed via pip. Once installed, one can read and scrutinize events, with helpful functions and classes for cutting, plotting and inspecting events, and manipulating four-momenta by e.g., boosting. Implementing complicated analyses should be straight-forward by coding any cuts into Python. Furthermore, common kinematic variables, including α T and razor are included out of the box, and m T2 and m W T2 are provided by interfaces with external libraries. * Andrew.Fowlie@Monash.edu.au 1 arXiv:1510.07319v2 [hep-ph]
I. INTRODUCTION
In order to make use of the data from the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), we must compare it with predictions from the Standard Model [1] [2] [3] and models of new physics (see e.g., Ref. [4] ). Only by doing so can we investigate the power of LHC experiments to reject or discover models of new physics, and infer the parameters of the Standard Model.
Making such predictions is challenging, and is typically broken down into four stages:
1. Simulating a hard scattering at the matrix-element level at a fixed-order in perturbation theory, with, for example, ALPGEN [5] , MadGraph [6] , Helac [7] , Whizard [8] , JHUGen [9] [10] [11] , Comix [12] , ISAJET [13] , CompHEP [14] or SEHRPA [15] . analysis in Python. MadAnalysis includes a Pythonic interactive shell, but it is restrictive: you must select predefined cuts and user-defined cuts must be written in C++ in so-called expert-mode [28] . Python is particularly well suited for an easy-to-use program: it is a high-level, object-oriented language that is well known in the physics community and well documented online. This choice is, however, to the detriment of performance, especially compared with the C++ backend in MadAnalysis. As we shall illustrate, however, it is adequate for a reasonable number of events, 100 k.
This manual is structured as follows: we describe the LHCO format in Sec. II, installation of LHCO _ reader in Sec. III, simple and advanced usage of LHCO _ reader in Sec. IV, present a complete analysis in Sec. V, and discuss performance in Sec. VI before summarizing in Sec. VII. For a full description, including a description of all classes and functions, see:
http://lhco-reader.readthedocs.org
Note that complete self-contained snippets of code can be opened in a text-editor by double-clicking the paperclip symbol --in the margin of code-snippets. 1
II. LHCO FORMAT
The LHCO format originates from the LHC Olympics, a challenge to reconstruct physics signals from a "black-box" of detector-level events, organized in anticipation of the beginning of the LHC. For every event, LHCO includes information about the trigger, every object in the final-state and the missing transverse energy (MET). The format is a human-readable array with eleven columns, separated by at least one space or tab. The eleven columns are:
1. # (integer) -Numbers the objects in an event, beginning at zero. The zeroth object -0 -contains only two further columns: the event number (beginning at 1) and trigger information. Thus, a new event begins with 0 in the first column. All further objects begin with numbers greater than 0 and contain ten further columns, as follows.
typ (integer) -Indicates the type of detector-level object:
• 0 -Photon
• 3 -Hadronically-decaying tau
• 4 -Jet (defined by a jet-clustering algorithm in the detector-simulation)
• 6 -Missing transverse energy (MET). All events contain exactly one MET object.
Note that 5 is absent. The remaining columns define properties of the object of type-typ.
3. eta (float) -The pseudo-rapidity, η ≡ − ln(tan θ/2), where θ is the polar angle.
4. phi (float) -The azimuthal angle, φ, measured around the beam-line.
6. jmass (float) -Invariant mass; for a jet, this is the invariant mass of all subjet constituents.
7. ntrk (signed integer) -Number of tracks associated with object. If the object is a lepton, the sign is the charge of the lepton. This should always be positive for objects other than leptons.
8. btag (integer) -Information about b-tags. If 0, the object was not b-tagged. If greater than zero, the object was b-tagged. The precise definitions of values greater than zero depend upon detector simulation; this is a means for recording more detailed information about b-tagging. This should always be 0 for objects other than jets.
9. had/em (float) -The ratio of hadronic versus electromagnetic energy deposited in the calorimeter cells.
10. dummy -Always 0, though potentially could hold further information.
11. dummy -Always 0, though potentially could hold further information.
Lines beginning with # are comments. Comments and blank lines are ignored.
This is an example of a single LHCO event: This is the 10000-th event in a file and contains six objects: two electrons (1 and 2), a tau (3), two jets (4 and 5) and MET (6) . We see that neither jet was b-tagged, and that the first electron was positively charged. The comments beginning with # are ignored in the LHCO format, but included in my example to improve legibility.
III. INSTALLATION
This describes installation of LHCO _ reader. The module requires no installation, though in this case, you must, of course, be in the correct directory to import the module.
B. Reporting bugs
Please report all bugs, counter-intuitive behavior or feature requests, preferably via git-hub https://github.com/innisfree/LHCO _ reader/issues but alternatively via e-mail to Andrew.Fowlie@Monash.Edu.Au.
IV. QUICK-START

A. Importing module and loading events
Having obtained the package, download the example.lhco set of detector-level events 
The events can be looped with e.g.: • events[0]["electron"] -A list of all electrons in the zeroth event in the LHCO file: 
The individual objects themselves, e.g.,
classes -a class for a single object.
•
The transverse momentum of the zeroth electron in the zeroth event in the LHCO file:
The other possible keys are event, type, eta, phi, PT, jmass, ntrk, btag and hadem.
The keys correspond the column headings mentioned in the previous section. The
properties, e.g.,
, are simply floats.
All dimensional quantities in LHCO _ reader are in GeV.
C. Cutting events
A cut removes events that fail a particular criterion. Cuts can be implemented with one-line lambda-functions or ordinary functions. The function describing a cut should return True if the event should be cut, and False otherwise. As an example, to cut events with one tau-lepton: 4
The first line defines a function, tau(), that returns True if and only if there is exactly one tau-lepton in an event. The second line applies that cut to the events, removing events with one tau-lepton. We find that 0.856 of events remain.
The efficiency is estimated from binomial statistics as we are estimating the probability of a success, p, given k successes from n trials. The efficiency, , plays the role of the probability of a success, the number of events plays the role of the number of trials and the number of accepted events plays the role of the number of successes. We estimate the efficiency, , asˆ
The estimatorˆ is the maximum likelihood estimator and is such that ˆ = . A common approach is to estimate the error as
from a binomial variance (see e.g., Ref. [23] [24] [25] ). This, however, performs poorly and under-covers unless n is large (see e.g., Ref. [34] ). Following Agresti [34] , by default we utilize the Clopper-Pearson exact binomial test [35] to construct a 1σ confidence interval for the efficiency, which in fact slightly over-covers, i.e., it is conservative. This is an attribute of an Events() class, e.g., events.interval _ acceptance(). This attribute has an optional keyword, crude, False by default, which switches between the crude binomial approach in Eq. (2) and Clopper-Pearson. In the limit of large n , the difference is small as Eq. (2) achieves correct coverage by the central-limit theorem.
Every event includes a function number(), that returns a dictionary of the numbers of objects in that event:
Individual numbers of events can be readily obtained, as in the final line. The total number of objects in an event is found with the multiplicity() function. The number() functions include an optional keyword anti _ lepton, False by default, indicating that leptons and anti-leptons should be counted separately.
You could, of course, define complicated cut-functions based upon all manner of properties, with ordinary functions such as
This function cuts events with no jets and events in which the hardest jet is less than 50 GeV.
D. Leptons and anti-leptons, and b-jets
In general, leptons and anti-leptons are not distinguished by the structure of the Events() class. This is often convenient -common P T and η cuts apply to leptons of either charge.
There are certainly situations, however, in which they ought to be distinguished. As previously mentioned, the number() functions include an optional keyword anti _ lepton, which, if True, distinguishes lepton charges: 
E. Using four-momenta
When implementing an analysis, one might wish to use four-momenta, and consider e.g., Minkowski-products. This is possible, as every event contains a vector() function, which returns a Fourvector() class: 
We can consider the invariant mass of such momenta:
This is equivalent to (p ** 2) ** 0.5 and (p * p) ** 0.5, i.e., one can perform Minkowskisquares and products with a mostly-minus metric, e.g.,
One can even boost four-momenta. For example, we can find the boost to the j0 rest-frame and boost j1 and j0 into that frame:
The first line finds a three-vector describing a boost into the rest-frame of the first jet. The remaining lines boost the jets into that frame. The argument beta could have been any three-vector β describing a boost. We can make complicated cuts with four-momentum: This code cuts events without jets consistent with a W-boson's hadronic decay, based upon the invariant mass of pairs of jets.
One can also build an object and inspect the four-momenta, without an LHCO file: 
vector() +---------------+---------------+---------------+---------------
+ | E | P _ x | P _ y | P _ z |
+---------------+---------------+---------------+---------------
+---------------+---------------+---------------+---------------+
F. Cutting objects from an event
As well as cutting events from the list of events, it is often useful to cut objects from an event. You might, for example, wish to discard any soft jets. This is achieved by cut _ objects() functions. The Events() and Objects() classes contain cut _ objects() functions for removing objects from all events, and for removing objects in a particular event, respectively. For example, to remove all soft jets from all events:
> > > PT = lambda _ object: _ object["PT"] < 30. > > > events.cut _ objects("jet", PT)
The first line defines a function that returns True only if the object should be removed. The second line cuts all jets for which the function returns True.
G. Quick plots
After cutting away events, you might want to make a quick plot. This is possible with matplotlib. You can, of course, write your own matplotlib codes, but for a quick plot > > > events.plot("electron", "PT")
You should see a histogram of the transverse momentum of all electrons, as displayed above. You could have picked any object in place of electron and any property in place of PT.
H. Simple kinematics and angular separation
The longitudinally-boost invariant angular separation, ∆R, is common in analyses:
You can calculate it with the delta _ R() function:
This code calculates ∆R for the two jets in the zeroth event.
Every event also includes a function for total transverse energy (ET()), hadronic transverse energy (HT()), missing transverse energy (MET()) and missing hadronic energy (MHT()), with standard definitions, e.g.,
As noted in Ref. [25] , detector-simulators compute missing transverse energy (MET) with an internal definition, that might differ from that inside LHCO _ reader. The LHCO _ reader definitions are that
By default, LHCO _ reader calculates MET itself, though by supplying a keyword in the function call, i.e., MET(LHCO=True), it reads MET from the LHCO file.
I. Complicated kinematic variables
LHCO _ reader also includes complicated kinematic variables, including α T , razor, M T2
and M W T2 . The latter are calculated by Python interfaces to external libraries.
α T and razor variables
The α T [36, 37] and razor [38, 39] variables require that jets are arranged into megajets or pseudo-jets. This is achieved with a module of functions, partition _ problem, implementing algorithms to solve a partition problem. For α T , jets are arranged into pseudo-jets such that
is minimized. This is an optimization version of the partition problem, in which one must arrange a set into two equal subsets. We implement two incomplete algorithms: a greedy an improvement, resulting in a speed-up. To our knowledge, at present only brute-force algorithms are implemented in public codes for arranging jets into mega-jets or pseudo-jets.
The α T variable is calculated in the usual manner,
by e.g., The razor variable requires that jets are clustered into mega-jets such that the sum of the invariant masses
is minimized. This is an unusual variant of a partition problem. We know of no particularly good algorithms, but implement a brute force algorithm (non _ standard _ brute) and a greedy algorithm (non _ standard _ greedy). Whilst the greedy algorithm is fast, O(n), it might not be sufficiently accurate in all cases, though appears to be accurate to within a few percent in our tests. The razor variables are calculated in the usual manner:
where j ≡ j 1 + j 2 , the sum of the four-momenta of the two mega-jets, and / p is missing mo- 
M T2 variables
The M T2 [42] [43] [44] and M W T2 [45] variables are implemented by scipy.weave interfaces to C++ programs in oxbridge _ kinetics.py and mt2w.py, respectively. This requires the Oxbridge kinetics library developed by Lester et al [46] , which itself utilized an algorithm by Cheng and Han [47] , and an M W T2 code by Gu et al [48] . The codes must be built following their own instructions, but for mt2w, you must in addition build a library: gcc -shared -o libmt2w.so -fPIC mt2w _ bisect.cpp. The paths to the libraries must be declared in bash variables:
That is, OXBRIDGE _ LIB is a directory containing liboxbridgekinetics-1.0.so, whereas OXBRIDGE should contain Mt2/ChengHanBisect _ Mt2 _ 332 _ Calculator.h, and MT2W should contain mt2w _ bisect.h and libmt2w.so.
The modules oxbridge _ kinetics.py and mt2w.py provide functions, i.e., not attributes of any LHCO _ reader classes. They are utilized by e.g.,
> > > print oxbridge _ kinetics.MT2(lepton, jet _ 1, MET)
18.5098501371
Their arguments are Object classes of the objects under consideration for the M T2 and M W T2 variables; see the full documentation [49] for further information. The interfaces were checked in kinetic _ test.py and mt2w.py by reproducing results in the example programs.
J. Ordering objects in an event
Often, you might wish to consider the order of objects in an event, e.g., you might wish to order the jets by transverse momentum and select the hardest jets. This is readily achieved:
The first line orders the jets in descending transverse momentum (any dictionary key was possible, e.g., eta). The second line picks the hardest two events, i.e., the first two events in the list of jets ordered by transverse momentum. The order() function sorts in place and returns a sorted list. This function includes an optional keyword reversed, True by default, with which you could specify the order in which objects should be sorted.
K. Saving events in LHCO format
One can build a selection of events by either cutting events from an Events() class, as 
M. Making an analysis
There are many possible strategies for implementing an analysis. One could use the The initial commands define and apply two cuts. The final command prints the number of remaining events. Alternatively, one could loop over events, ignoring events that fail a cut, and count the number of acceptable events:
The only point at which care must be taken is removing events from the list-like The for loop begins at the index 0 element in the example list. That element is removed, as it corresponds to a value of 1. which is less than three. After which, the values shift such that index 0 corresponds to the value 2., which previously appeared at index 1. The for loop proceeds to index 1 missing and never removing 2. from the example list. This is overcome by making copies of the list 
V. COMPLETE EXAMPLE
We present an example analysis --similar to that in Ref. [50] , in which we search for a W gauge boson produced at the LHC and decaying via the chain
and with a mass of about 2 TeV. This analysis mimics a CMS search [51] . In our example analysis, we impose the following selections on detector-level jets and electrons:
1. Veto jets and electrons with pseudo-rapidity η > 2.5.
2. Veto jets with P T < 40 GeV.
3. Require exactly two electrons (of any charge).
4. Require at least two jets with P T > 40 GeV.
5. Require that the hardest electron had transverse momentum P T > 60 GeV and the second hardest electron had P T > 40 GeV.
6. Require that the invariant mass of the two hardest electrons was M ee > 200 GeV.
7. Require that the invariant mass of the two hardest electrons and the two hardest jets was 1800 GeV < M eejj < 2200 GeV.
We first read the example.lhco events into an Events() class:
We define functions for the cut _ objects() function, with which we will veto jets and electrons with pseudo-rapidity η > 2.5 (cut 1.) and jets with P T < 40 GeV (cut 2.):
The functions eta() and jet _ PT() return true only if the object should be discarded.
Furthermore, we define functions for the cut() function, with which to cut events: likely much slower than C++ backends in Seer and MadAnalysis, it is reasonable, running interactively, for 100 k events, and many more if you wait a few minutes for the code to execute.
VII. SUMMARY
We presented a Python module, LHCO _ reader, for reading and analyzing detector-level events stored in LHCO format. The emphasis is upon ease of ease, rather than performance, though the module is optimized where possible. A user is free to implement any analysis in Python, by accessing LHCO data in a convenient manner and utilizing functions for cutting, ordering and inspecting events, including a four-momentum class. LHCO _ reader is compatible with detector-level events from PGS in LHCO format, and by immediate conversion to LHCO, detector-level events from Delphes in ROOT format.
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